
The 
Silver 
Pendant

pure silver
minuscule 
sculptures 

as 
pendants
earrings

charms

Designing for those who like to be fashionable yet a little different, artisan Kris Kramer uses 
recycled and environmentally sourced silver to create minuscule 
sculptures worn as jewelry and collected.  
   Each creation is made by hand, one-by-one, and finished 
to a virgin shine, an elegant satin, with a patina dark 
inlay.  The response, conscious or not, is a reminiscence of 
ancient value along with something forwardly progressive.

the artist, the material, and the process
Kris loves silver down to the molecular level and loves working with it 
because she feels it has qualities of being alive. It prefers change be 
incremental; it reflects light; it is fragile and strong at once. Her pieces 
are 99.9% silver or Fine Silver, the same purity as a bullion bar.           
   The medium, silver clay--created as a way to recover silver from 
industrial sources--contains 40% silver reclaimed from scrap jewelry, cell 
phones, electronics, photo film, and other industrial waste. For the other 
60%, the manufacturer has qualified for an ISO rating, assuring their 

commitment to environmentally sound sourcing.  Imagine the day when mining is no longer.
   Kris’ sculpting is small and often only tools, not fingers, can best influence the clay. The tinier 
the work, the more she loves it. Kris wish is that each person drawn to a piece feels more aware 
and connected with their own beauty while contributing to our planet and the well-beings of other 
beings and creatures.

Charms

C2-CZ C2-Dangling
Dichroic

C2-Entwined

C1-State

The Silver Pendant
164 Wheeler Lane
Whitefish, MT   59937



Pendants

P1-Tree

P1-Road Trip

P2-Natural 
Stone

P2-Dichroic

P2-Round/Oval

P3-Mountain Lion

P3-Raven

P3-Bear

Earrings

E1-Tree

E1-Gate’s Open!

E1-Road Trip

E2-Moon Landscape

E2-Moon Cityscape

E3-Round

E3-Oval

PACKAGES
    

Try a package that 
includes free shipping 
and display board.  
Number of items is 
set; you select the 
particular pieces. 

ORDERING
    
Minimum first order is 
$500 with credit card 
and re-order minimum 
is $250. 

QUESTIONS?
    

Call or email Kris 
at 406-261-0263 or 
kris@thesilverpendant.com.

All items come mounted on a black display card.  
A light-weight , oyster colored burlap covered 
display board is available and included in the 
packages.


